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Collaborative systems design for Part H
of IDEA

Part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) envisions a new paradigm of semice
delivery to young children with special needs and their families. In order to create an integrated system
of services that is family focused and community based, agencies at state and local levels must engage in
collaborative planning. This article focuses on the nature ofeffective collaborative planning, elements
critical to that planning process, common pitfalls that communiries may encounter, and the benefits to
be derived. Experiences to date predict the effectiveness ofplanning in achieving Part H goals.
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IIIIITH THE PASSAGE of Public Law (PL)
\V
99-457,the uS congress recognized that
the educational readiness ofyoung children should
be addressed beginning at birth; that health,
education, and social support are intertwined; and
that the family is the focal point of all decisions
made in the provision of services. There has been
continued Congressional interest in building a new
paradigm for early intervention activities. In the

of that act (PL
L}2-LLY, the original Part H concepts were

October 1991 reauthorization

strengthened, refined, and clarified on the basis of
state and local experience.
In its report to accompany the reauthorizatioo
bill, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources emphasized that "The systems development efforts [outlined for states participating in
Part Hl are consistent with those of other federal

initiatives that call for a change from the traditional focus on categorical programs toward one of
systems-building at the conimunity l.o.l." t(ppz3,z4)
Specifically, this system approach was designed to
eliminate the complex maze of services that parents have raditionally had to negotiate. The

Seaeral of tlte id.eas exprased in tbis article batte been drawn
from an original monograph written and.er clntract t0 tl)e

National Matemal and CbiA Heahh Resosrce Center. lt uas
entitled "Critical Factors in the Deaehpment of Part H Serice
Systens" by Daaid Baldwiq Barbara Intriligator, George
Jefriet, Roxane Kaufnann, and Sbaron Valsb.
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organized by the crearion of programs that
respond to the categorical needs of clients.

Committee went on to recommend that "states
coordinate Part H efforts with other system efforts
currentiy being developed in the states, especially

the Children with Special Health Care Needs
efforts under Title V, the Maternal and Child
Health Block Grant, the National Institute of
Mental Health Child and Adolescent Service System Program (CASSP), Head Start, the Child Care
and Development Block Grant, the Early Periodic
Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment Program
under Title XIX (EPSDT) and similar efforts under
Chiid NTelfare and Technology Assistance. "r$P21'24)
The impact of such a change in thinking about
early intervention sen'ices is very broad. It challenges professionals and agencies who serve the
infant with developmentai disabilities to go beyond
excellence in the provision of their specialized
skills. Standards of excellence now require an
awareness of all the service needs of a child and
family and active involvement in their coordination. For most professionals, however, learning to
work with service systems different from their own
entaiis the development of new attitudes, skills,
and tools.

This article presents the collaborative planning
process as a major tool for use in forging a
community-based system of integrated services for
young children with special needs and their fami-

lies.

\(hile the federally specified components

required of each state participating in Part

H of

the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) are incorporated in the discussion, they are
viewed as pieces of a complete puzzle that each
community must assemble. How the community
at the local level can organize itself to accomplish
that task for the child with developmentai disabilities and similar populations is the main theme.
Efforts to rethink service delivery and to create
coordinated systems that focus on children and
families rather than on categorical programs or
agencies are manifestations of the emerging paradigm for service delivery. As described by Baldwin
et al,2 several aspects of this new paradigm reflected in the Part H initiative are presented below.
t Syttems, not prlgrants. Traditional services are

r3

Now the move is toward a more

.

generic

orientation, one that approaches the child and
family holistically.
Blttzn-ilp planning. Community planners are
most knowledgeable about children with special needs in their area, and they are best
positioned to reorganize services and systems.
Federal and state personnel should act as
facilitators of this community-driven process.

e Parents and families. The historical divide between parent and professional roles in the care
of the child is closing with the new paradigm
predicated on parent-professional collabora-

tion in the development and maintenance of
family-cenrered systems of care.
o Coordination, ??rf -fragmentation. Gaps in some
services and duplicarions of others exist because of a historical lack of dialogue and
collective action among service providers and
agencies. Major planning initiatives under
Part H, Title V, CASSP. and others have
increased efforts among service providers in
the community to collaborate in order to
create an integrated sysrem ofcare for children
with speciai needs.
Part H of IDEA, then, is one of a number of
recent efforts that has influenced thinking about
excellent systems of care for children and their
families. The discussion next focuses on the evolution of this collaborative concept.

COLLABORATIVE PLANNING: THE
FRAMENTORK FOR IDEA
Building on the Education of All Handicapped

Children Act (PL 94-142) of 1971, Congress
enacted PL99-417 in 1985. This law was intended
to encourage states to ensure the availability of
appropriate early intervention services for children

with deveiopmental disabilities and their families.
This law has required multiple agencies to examine
the fragmented system of heaith, education, and
social services that constitutes early intervention at
the federal and state levels. Interagency planning

t4
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has become the mechanism for the examination
and subsequent redesign of the service delivery
system.

The spirit of collaboration inherent in this
legislation is beginning to manifest itself through
the creation offunctional statewide planning structures that are being extended to the local level. The
time and effort required ro create these planning
structures, however, have revealed that the original
1-year timeline for full implementation of Part H
was too ambitious. Significant resistance

to

the

collaborative approach to sysrems level planning
along with concerns about changing familiar patterns of service delivery have been barriers to stare
and local planning efforts. The extended participation option in the 1991 reauthorization of IDEA
offers timely relief from the pressure related to the
original requirement of full entitlement by year t.
From a state perspective, this offers additional time
not only to Gnalize planning efforts but also to
begin to address the realities associated with
statewide implementation of the vision of a comprehensive, coordinated service system. It is to these

realities (eg, fiscal constraints, increases in the
number of potentially eligible children, and conflicting federal and state mandates) that continued
strategy development musr be addressed.

RATIONALE FOR COLLABORATION

The rationale for using a simultaneous bottom-up and top-down planning process is derived
from research and demonstrarion projects across
the country in which interagency collaboration has
proven to be a viabie approach to designing and
operating comprehensive, coordinated systems of
service delivery.l-10 Several principles support the
need lor this approach. First, differences in existing

service delivery systems as well as grear cultural
diversity require that collaborative efforts evolve
and operate in a fashion unique to each commu-

these principles

but also must continually build on
the community's capacity to assure services.
In many parts ofthe country, local councils have
already succeeded in creating several important
Part H building blocks. There has been an increase
in general community awareness of early intervention issues and services. Local councils have brought
a variety of pubiic and private sector providers
together to discuss the needs of young children
with developmental disabilities and their families.
Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs) have
been developed for the coordination of services
required under Part H. And, perhaps most significantly, the councils have begun to wrestle with the
difficult issues related to funding early intervention
services, inciuding coordinating available community resources and accessing funds needed for
additional services.
As local and state council members mature in
their ability to work together toward common

goals, the nature

of their commitmenr to

the

interactive process is likely ro change. The Education and Human Service Consortium draws an
important distinction between cooperarion and
collaboration on the part ofinteragency coordinating council (ICC) members.
The strategic decision [to have a partnership which is
primarily cooperative or collaborativel will depend, in
large measure, on the character of the local environment
and how far partners wish to move from the starus quoA collaborative strategy is called lor in localities where
the need and intent are to change fundamentally rhe
way services are designed and delivered throughout the
system. In those communities not yet ready for collabo-

rative partnerships, cooperative initiatives to coordinate
existing services offer a reasonable starting point for
change.

I 1(PPl

l'

14)

The consortium observes that inherent

in

the

cooperative approach to partnership is a developmental tension that will drive that partnership
toward collaboration if the goal of comprehensive
service delivery is to be achieved.

nity. Moreover, the local network of services must

be accessible and easy to negotiate in order to
meaningfully address the concerns and needs of

ELEMENTS OF PLANNING FOR PART H

families. The comprehensive, coordinated early

The Part H experience thus far points to several
elements that have a signi6cant bearing on success-

intervention service system must not only embrace

Collaboratiue Sy$ems Design for Part

H
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ful development of a comprehensive and coordi-

Parallel planning at both the state and commu-

nated service system. Foremost among them is the
concept ofplanning as an organizational roadmap

nity levels enhances the potential for collaborative
mechanisms and mutual investment in the resulting system design. Fig 1 illustrates the team roles
and responsibilities at the federal, state, and local
leveis toward the development of an ongoing
system for the implementation of PL 102-119.
It must be recognized that interagency system
planning is a more complex process than that
required for the specific program planning needed
to address discrete components of the law such as
IFSPs. Any state or local ICC would do well to

to an improved future condition. Planning in its
most effective form should be approached with the
recognition that it is a process for communication
among individuals and groups. It can and should
operate as a mechanism for matching community

with available resources through a process of
building and negotiation. As an administrative tool it can be used to shape desired
needs

consensus

changes in services and systems.

A TEAM APPROACH

Develop and modi8/ state
implementation framework and
guidelines
Develop priorities, funding
mechanisms and allocations
Provide technical assistance to

r'EDERAI
U.S. DEPT OF EDUCATION

FEDERAI INT'ERAGENCY
COORDINATING COUNCIL

states

Monitor state progress and utilize
results to re-shape funding, service
and legislative initiatives
Coordinate the comistent implementation of law and cotrtinue to
improve family centered emphasis
and processes
Provide on-going techaical
assistance

-L
I

I
Coordinate state a gency IICC
activities
Design stateY/ide planning and
review protocois
Coordinate plan process and
incorporate resuls
Provide technic-cl assistance to

t

STATE LEAD AGENCY

STATE INTERAGENCY

COORDINATING COUNCIL

rocars

Utilize local plarvneeds to develop
sate plan, funding.and to evaluate
local service availabiiity
Submit yearty applications to
Federal Office
Communicate needs for technical
assistarce

state Part-H coordinators meet

regukri,'

I
Develop local council with agency,
parent, and provider
representatives
Determine local service capacity,
gaps and needs
Develop collaborative plan to
implement Federal law
Continue to monitor plan progress,
council membership/effectiveness,
and community needs

T

Submit local plan to state
Communicae local priorities and

LOCAL LEAD AGENCY

issues

to staie

Communicate need for technical
assistance !o lead agency

LOCAL INTERAGENCY
COORDINATING COUNCIL

ICC chain and coordinators meet
regutarly on satewide basis

Fig 1. Individuals with Disabilities Act (Pubiic Law 102-119) planning implementation responsibiiities
at the federal, state, and local levels: A team approach.

Ir
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note those aspects of planning for system change
that have been cited in the literature as being
crucial to interagency attempts at collaboration.12
Some of those factors include:
f. identification of real or perceived constraints
and opportunities faced by members of the
group,
2. mobilization of community support from
parties key to the planning effort,
3. systematic design of services for the target

population that are family centered and
community based,
consistency in the rraining and technical
assistance that support pianning,
5. assessment of the planning group's toierance
for change, and
6. evaluation ofthe collaborative effort itself.
The potential for a successfui system planning
effort can be enhanced by a core of supportive
elements. Coordination of ICC activities, communication, and information gathering and dissemination should be the responsibility of a full-time or
part-time coordinator. Council leadership skills
should be honed for facilitation rather rhan the
issuance of directives. Moreover, to increase community empowerment a positive and supportive
working relationship should be deveioped between
the state ICC and local ICCs. Local planners need
guidance from the state, and state planners need
input regarding the feasibility of poiicies that wili
support local service implementation. Clear decision-making protocols can provide the structure
needed by a planning group to identify issues,
determine their relevance to the pianning task, and
decide how to constructively address them.

4.

\.

grated services for the children with special needs
and their families. Fig 2 outlines major steps in the
sequence of collaborative planning activities that
allow the achievement of Part H goals. Those
states that are further along the collaborative path
recognize that ultimately the straightforward progression depicted in Fig 2 comes to resemble a

closed loop

in

which earlier activities such

The shift from a service delivery focus to a
systemic focus is difficult because it calls for a
radically different perspective ofservice. Recall the
new standard of excellence alluded to at the
beginning of the article. The Education and Human Services Consortium captures the new perspective well as cooperative and collaborative efforts
are explored.

Many parts of the country appear to be interCONCEFI AWARENESS

*
ADMINISTRATIIIE SUPPORT

*
COLLABOR{TIIts ORGANIZATIONA,{ECHANISM

INTERAGENCY PT,ANNING PROCESS FOR SYSTEMS CHANGE
* Shared Values (MissionPurpose)

*
*
*
*

Status Assessment
Needs Assessment

T.o€l Priorities
Required Resources (Personnel, Dollars, Facilities)

SERVICE COALI1 ION DEVELOPMENT

*
*
*

IDteragencyAgreemetrts
PolicylProcedures
ResourceSharing/lt4atching

THE COLLABORATTVE SEQUENCE
lil7ith knowledge of the system

components
required of state and local systems by Part H and
an understanding of the factors critical in the

of a Part H system, an ICC is well
positioned to move forward into collaborative
planning. The ultimate goal of this process is the
deveiopment of a user-friendly system of intedesign

as

concept understanding and the collaborative mechanism are evaluated and adapted according to the
experience and success ofthe group.

PI,AN IMPLEMENTATION
(Coordinated Service Delivery System)

*
PLAN/COALITION/SERVICE EVALUATION

*
PI,AN UPDAIES/MODIFICATIONS

Fig 2. The collaborative sequence.
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ested initially in cooperative efforts at the service
delivery level. These are "safe" systems-level initiatives aimed at basic coordination of systems. True
collaborative efforts are also making headway,

that can impede system design. To date, experi-

often because budgetary constraints are forcing
agencies to do more with less. Most collaborative

5::::

planning is undertaken at considerable risk to the
stakeholders in that they cannot count on the
willingness of the current system to support their
efforts.
Local ICCs have afforded states with the opportunity to get in touch with the realities of locai

implementation issues that relate to a user-friendiy
system of early intervention services. These councils, operating as forums for discussion of issues
and needs as well as positive strategies for system
change, have in many cases modeled collaborative
potential to state planners. In this capacity, iocal
ICCs often provide valuable guidance and information.
One key to the continued success ofsuch efforts
is the restructuring of federal, state, and local
funding patterns so as to require deliberate and
consistent coordination of both services and re-

The continued promulgation of administrative rules and budget dispersement systems that
sources.

are inconsistent with a collaborative foundation
will only discourage these efforts. The whole

partnership would be reinforced by
fundamental changes in financing structures.

norion

of

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AS A SUPPORT
FOR COLLABORATIVE PLANNING
In procuring the tools that will enable the ICC
to accomplish its planning goals and objectives,
technical assistance is essential for the support of
both state and local efforts. Yet there is the danger
that such assistance may supplant relationship
development among ICC members. The technical
assistance provider, as external agent, should assist
the council in maintaining a focus on the development and health of the collaborative system and
avoiding the potential for prematurely slipping
into direct service delivery issues or agency politics

ence in the coordination ofstate and local planning
suggests that several predictable issues pose chal-

,n*

can be met through technical assis-

Context issues
Collaborative planning at the local ievel will be
sensitive to the contexts in which that planning
occurs. In many ways, state and Iocal context
variables mirror each other. At both the state and
Iocal level, planning will be influenced by the lead
agency or, in the case of localities, by the host of
planning mee.lngs; by historical relationships
among agencies; bv the degree to which agency
representatives perceive endorsement lor collaboration from agenc\- heads: and bv the fiscal climate.
In these times or nscal belt tightening, it may be
difficult for agencies :c see the benefit of any nexinitiatives. The pror-ider of rechnrcal assisrance is
challenged to assisr local lCC members to see the
potential benefits of "resource realignment" in
designing earlr inten enri.-n ' ' .:ems.
The historical relationship ber* een state government and 1ocal governmEnr presents another signif-

icant context barrier. In stares where there is a
tradition of local controL. rhere may be distrust of
policies emanating ilom rhe state level. Other states
may operare more as top-down bureaucracies.
Localities in rhese states mar see their role merely
as implementors oi state policies. In each instance,
achieving a sense of local ori'nership and of a vision

compatible *'ith Part H is central to the task of
providing technical assistance to the community.
Process issues

Maintaining commitment to the planning promay be especially difficult for local ICCs. They
rightfully see themselves as the place where the
buck stops, as being the front line for implementation, and as not having the luxury of attending to

cess

the collaborative process. Technical assistance aids
iocal councils in seeing ways in which attention to
the collaborative process need not be divorced from
implementation products and in recognizing that

u
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they are inexricably linked. A particular danger
may occur when local ICCs feel a sense of urgency
that causes a shift from a collaborative-planning
orientation to an implementation-of-issues orientation at the state level. Providers of technical
assistance must likewise guard against abandonment of comprehensive planning for a quick
outcome orientation.
As ICC members become more comfortable
with each other, they may neglect to make the
continuing adjustments necessary in a collaborative process, and ultimately rhey may fail to reach
the larger system goals. Technical assistance can

I
I

help local councils reiish their
continuing to be vigilant

successes, while
about the process.

This area is a final difficult variable that influences local planning. Turf is an obvious impedi-

ment ro planning when directors of competing
progfams come together. Years of mistrust among
individuals may go unacknowledged. Carefuliy
structured mutual problem solving in the context
of local council meetings may begin to break down
these barriers. A local coordinator may require
technical assistance in preparing for and conducting such discussions. Indeed, it may be in the role
of maintaining a sense of optimism that the
technical assistance provider offers the most valuable support to ICC members.

may affect the group's success or failure. Interagency coordinarion is accomplished in different
ways by different groups; thus interagency coordi,
nation is not an end, but a means."l4(p7)

In keeping with the focus on the impact of local
planning councils, and the relationship between
state and local planning efforts, the essence of
as embodied

in the final regulations

sup-

ports the notion of collaborative planning at both
levels.rs A new service delivery paradigm might

logically lead to a consideration of an equaliy
valuable paradigm for evaluaring the mechanisms
being used to resolve many service delivery issues.
The focus ofevaluation should be not only on the
more visible ourcome indicators related to service
delivery but also on the indicators of successful
interagency partnerships. These indicators include
broader areas of philosophic agreement, such as
mission staremenrs, as weii as functional interagency agreements necessary to operare a system of
early intervention services for children and their
families.

tion studies have been done on the impact of

The bottom line for evaluating the effects of an
interagency coordination effort is the degree to
which it facilitates easy and appropriate access ro

with developmental disabili-

ties and their families. The process of forming a
collaborative group and engaging in planning
as

the end product (a plan) that paves the way to

*l

interagency group rravels, since the route itself

research . . . and [the fact] that few actual evalua-

1

aimed at system redesign is clearly as impomant

whether interagency coordination goals are achieved
. . . rather, it examines the route along which an

Flynn and Harbin aliude to this "new field of

EVAIUATION OF
COLLABORATIVE PLANNING
PROCESS

services for children

product irself."Ir(p60) Magrab and colleagues suggest that "process evaluarion does not focus on

IDEA

Person-centered issues

,b

Patton indicates thar process evaluation "implies an emphasis on looking at how a product or
outcome is produced rather than looking at the

improved service delivery. A review of the literature related to interagency coordination supports
the notion that this is a complex process, therefore
making even formative evaluation efforts difficult.

Iservice coordination]."I6(Pl6) They provide a timely
synthesis ofthe literature rhar suggesrs the use ofa

paradigm that is multidimensional, interactional,
and developmental. Building on earlier observations regarding the complexity of the interagency
coordination consrrucr, they identify five dimensions that are portrayed as being interactional:
1. climate, including attirudes, support, values

2.

and priorities;
resources, such as the availabiliry ofpersonnel, funding, and faciliries;

3. policies,

as estabiished in governing principles, guidelines, and standards;

Collaboratiue Systerns Duign for Part
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people, those who are leaders, members, and
the key decision makers; and
process, which includes communication, plan-

bureaucracies have been developed to house existing services, and programs have been organized to

ning, and conflict resolution.
These dimensions are dynamic, and the people
and process aspects evolve through four distinct
srages. Fornation of the collaborative group involves decisions about organizational structure,
leadership, and membership. Conceptualization occurs as group members take on a collective identity
by agreeing on a mission statement and conduct-

fragment services available to children and famiIies. New service systems will need to include a
major emphasis on prevention that is reflected in
the reorganization of service delivery structures in

5.

address categorical problems. Such bureaucracies

states and communities. Just as services themselves
become more and more prevention focused, so too

ing

needs assessments. ln the deuelopment stage,
working groups and communication networks are
established. lnplementation the fourth stage. con-

must state and local planners. ICCs must continue
to become more proactive instead of reactive.
Local coordinating councils will face many
challenges in the next 2yeasas Part H approaches
full entitlement. Some of the issues will most

sists of writing agreements, adapting poiicies, and

certainly include maintaining the vision

changing attitudes.

comprehensive, coordinaced, interagency system of
services that is focused on the family and based in

An awareness of the concepts underlying collaborative work can be quite useful in understanding
why and how specific changes take place via
council planning activities. The time required by a
given group to coalesce and be able to activeiy
engage in either coordinated service delivery efforts
or true collaborative system design may be considerable

in

comparison

to a

more simple task,

requiring less trust, fewer resources, or less commitment to change.
Preliminary attempts to build on this parudtgm
as a means of local planning council self-evaluation
have been encouraging. By developing appropriate
sets of descriptors for each of the five interactional
dimensions suggested by Flynn and Harbin,16
indicators of progress can be identified along a

continuum, thereby nurturing the mechanism
through which system change is planned. Ongoing
evaluation of both process and service outcomes is
essential for monitoring individual council efforts
as well as the collective progress toward the vision
articulated in IDEA.

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR THE
COLIABORATIVE PROCESS UNDER
PART H

a

the community. Keeping the ICCs intact and
functional despite the tedium of the work, the
constancy of change, and the shifting of political
climates will require energy and that energy will
require planning. Service coalitions that provide an

infrastructure

for collaboration must be built.

State and local service program administrators and
parents must be convinced that there are mutual
benefits in collaboration. Perhaps the challenge of
planning will be most visible io developing and

upgrading interagency agreements that support
the partnership. Through ali this, it is the empowerment of families and the nurturing of partnerships that must drive the process.
Echoing the rr.ords of the Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resources,l consideration must
be given to che Part H philosophy in terms of its

impact on both sysrems planning and actual
service delivery. Consolidation of effort will be
needed to address

multipie arena service coordina-

rion needs. In order to be managed efficiently, a
strllcture will be required to support both design
and coordination at many levels and for many
purposes. Otherwise, collaborative groups may
become so abundant that they actually thwart

attempts
Traditionally, services have been provided in
response to presenting client problems. Despite
professional orientations that support prevention,

of

to

reduce the confusion

of

families.

Careful thought about these planning and service
delivery initiatives is clearly needed. In short, a
new administrative paradigm may be called for in

'U

t-
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creatively manage

the new

planning and problem solving on behalf of fami-

servtce

lies.

paradigm.

The larger system has demonstrated its responto the concerns and lessons iearned by

a

siveness

Robert Silverstein, staff director for the

Senate

Subcommittee on Disability and Policy called Part
H "a new way of thinking . . . the template for the
future of all social policy."lr Part H stands as a
beacon for reform not oniy ofthe early intervention
system in this country but also of current concepts
of health and social service delivery. Children and
their famiiies are positioned as the central focus of
early intervention efforts. Agencies are being encouraged to abandon their own fragmented ways
of thinking to embrace a collaborative approach to

state and local ICCs. This responsiveness is reflected with certainty in the amendments made by
PL 102-119. Nflith equal certainty, a structured
process is emerging through which communities
can effectively redesign their service systems. It

will continue to be refined

as agencies make honest

collaborate. And, it will increasingly
reflect the rich diversity of cultures and values in
society both in the services provided to children

to

efforts

with special

needs and their families and

in

the

resulting capacities of those families to fuily participate in their communities.
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